
YOUR TALENT MAKES OUR DIFFERENCE.

With a long experience in executive search and recruitment, Alliance Consulting, present in Switzerland and in France, has distinguished itself for

23 years as one of the main consultants in the search for specialists and experts in the European food supplements, nutrition & health and skin

health markets.

Our U.S. client is dedicated to providing effective nutritional products and solutions to health care professionals to help people live happier. Its

overall values of authenticity, diversity and inclusion, respect, health and happiness, and its focus on customers and employees have shaped every

part of the firm’s culture. It is looking for its

Global Brand Manager Probiotic

The Global Brand Manager reports to the Global Category Manager and is responsible to follow-up on the performance of his key brand within a specific

category. The function entails building brand plans, developing a solid positioning strategy, defining guidelines, and creating brand equity (through

campaign toolkits).

The main responsibility, through these brand plans, is to create consistency across regions and to facilitate the local regions in deploying 360° brand

campaigns and customer experiences for their local customers.

Build strategic brand plan

• Develop annual brand plan & strategy in collaboration with the local countries for the globally led brands: define the big battles to reach the revenue

target

• Build the brand strategy in line with the category strategy
• Define, in close collaboration with the global category manager and the local marketing managers, the key (off- and online) recommended channels,

messaging and tactics of the brand campaigns.

• Define positioning of core brand and develop strong brand guidelines that are then respected by the whole organization

• Define brand KPIs & targets for the group and evaluate regularly brand strength

Build brand equity and communication initiatives

• Build brand equity through modular toolkits that can be leveraged by the local countries

• Develop strong consistent 360° brand communication plan centrally as well as locally with the local marketeers

• Tap into team global digital & channel’s knowledge in order to end up with best-in-class 360° communication plans and toolkits
• Act as the global brand guardian for his/her brand

• Work closely with local teams to share best practices, and provide hands on support for the implementation

You have a strong background in Marketing and experience leading and developing strategic Brand and Communication Plans.
You possess the ability to translate complex relationships and solutions into understandable and visual representations and strategies, as well as

present these both internally and externally.

You are an excellent communicator with great people skills who can communicate and influence at all levels.



YOUR TALENT MAKES OUR DIFFERENCE.

What you’ll need

Master’s Degree in Marketing, Business or related disciplines (essential) and 10+ years’ experience in Marketing.

Strong knowledge and passion about Natural Medicine and regulatory environments (highly desirable) and or nutritional supplements industry.
Project Management skills and demonstrated ability to deliver projects on time and in budget, strong communication, presentation and convincing

skills. The ability to bring people together behind a vision.
Great stakeholder manager by analysing needs of different teams and making well-thought decisions, strong drive and ability to work autonomously as

well as part of a team.
Demonstrated ability to be led and facilitate high performance teams and demonstrated ability to generate and implement innovative strategies to

build business success.

Customer-centric mindset, demonstrates accountability and decision-making capabilities.

Fluent in French and English.

For this research based in Lyon or Paris in home-office with a regular presence in European offices, please apply with your full application (resume,

cover letter, expected salary) which will be processed with strict confidentiality ref. GPB350/W - Alliance Consulting - contact@alliance-consulting.ch

mailto:contact@alliance-consulting.
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